THERMAL POWER PLANT VISIT AND INTERACTIVE MEETING WITH MUNPL OFFICIALS REGARDING CONSULTANCY SERVICES

Meja Urja Nigam Pvt Ltd. (MUNPL) is a Joint venture company of NTPC Ltd and Uttar Pradesh Rajya Vidyut Utpadan Nigam Ltd. for power producing utility (2x660 MW), located at Meja, Prayagraj. In addition to power generation, company is involved in plantations and other eco-restoration activities around the project and residential township.

In order to receive technical advices and geo-tagging of plantations done by MUNPL, Sri. Anurag Khare, DGM (Environment Management) approached to FRCER, Prayagraj and requested for a meeting with the higher authorities of the company and visit of the thermal power plant & plantation sites.

Dr. Sanjay Singh, Head, FRCER and Sri. Alok Yadav, Scientist-D visited the thermal power plant and a meeting was held at the Chamber of Sri. R.S. Juneja, Addl. GM (FMG &AV) of MUNPL on 30.10.2019.

Discussion was held for imparting the consultancy services on Geo-tagging of plantation, Environmental Audit, Eco-restoration of the degraded sites by FRCER in project mode.

Sri. Anurag Khare, DGM; Sri. D.C. Sinha, Senior Manager and Sri. Shiv Prakash, Engineer of MUNPL participated in the meeting.